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Abstract

This paper studies the effect of the reference point on performance. A short empirical

analysis was conducted using fixed effects regression to measure the effect of the green line

on ski jumping performance. However, the findings lacked robustness; therefore, the study

employed an extensive pre-registered laboratory experiment in the rank-order competition.

The study used slider tasks (Gill and Prowse, 2012) adapted for mobile phones. Subjects

were randomly allocated to treatment groups with different types of imposed reference

points: i) static (goal-as-a-reference) – delivered before entering the competition, and ii)

dynamic – revealed once respondents advance closer to the reference point. No consistent

and significant results could be observed for each treatment. Explanatory analyses revealed

that recalling the reference point leads to disappointment aversions.
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1 Introduction

According to empirical and experimental studies, subjects can be influenced by the reference

point. Most of the studies stemmed from psychology and were adapted to the prospect theory

by behavioural economists Kahneman and Tversky in 1979. The reference points transform to

goals (Heath et al., 1999). Hence, goal-as-a-reference point can be observed everywhere in our

daily lives, from personal goals such as losing weight to adjusting the firm performance based

on the competitors.

The literature on reference points in economics is extensive. It dates back more than 40 years,

when Kahneman and Tversky (1979) proposed the prospect theory, demonstrating that individ-

uals perceive losses and gains differently depending on their position relative to the reference

point. Individuals behind the reference point are risk-seeking, whereas those ahead of the ref-

erence point are risk-averse. Following this, the reference point can be perceived as a goal

(Heath et al., 1999), for example, as status quo (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), expectations

(Ko˝szegi and Rabin, 2007), social comparison (Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000), and others. The

goal-as-a-reference-point may be affected by the characteristics of the reference point and the

individual’s position toward the goal, experiencing the goal-gradient effect. According to Wal-

lace and Etkin (2017), for specific goals (e.g., losing 6 pounds), individuals base their reference

point at 6 pounds; whereas, in the “do-your-best” strategy, individuals perceive their reference

point at the beginning, and therefore, measure their progress based on how far they’ve come

from the beginning. Finally, one could argue that high stakes, experience, and competitive envi-

ronments would invalid the prospect theory (List, 2003; List, 2004; Levitt and List, 2008), and

therefore, agents would not adjust their behaviour based on the reference point. Gill and Prowse

(2012) investigated the competitive environment and proposed that being aware of competitors’

accomplishments may lead to disappointment aversions.

My study aims to combine the goal-as-a-reference point and competitiveness in a rank-order

tournament by analysing empirical and experimental data. The study first analyses the be-

haviour of ski jumpers in World Cup tournaments from 2010 until the 2021 season. In 2014,

the ski jumpers were given a “to-beat line,” which is displayed for each jumper based on the

previous best performer in an event. The line reflects the reference point obliquely. I discovered

robust negative effects on judge points using fixed effects regression. This presumably implies

that athletes began to engage in risk-seeking behaviour once the line was introduced. However,
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the results were inconclusive because no effect on delta distance was found. In addition, the

study lacked strong counterfactual evidence. Therefore, inspired by ski jumping, I conducted a

laboratory experiment on the Prolific platform.

The pre-registered experiment employed a between-study design and explored rank-order tour-

nament competition. Agents were randomly assigned to one of three different treatments: i)

no reference point, ii) static reference point - individuals were informed about the results from

the pilot study upfront, and iii) dynamic reference point - agents received information on the

reference point once they were close to the reference position. Their effort towards the refer-

ence point was measured based on a mobile slider task, similar to Gill and Prowse (2012). To

the best of my knowledge, this is the first study to apply the slider task to the mobile environ-

ment. Two types of analyses were carried out: i) non-parametric tests and ii) an OLS regression

estimates.

There was no evidence of an effect between the different treatments and the baseline results

based on pre-registration. Heterogeneous device effects hampered the estimates, so the analy-

ses were performed separately. The non-parametric tests revealed no differences between the

three groups. The difference between static and baseline reference points was slightly higher

but not statistically significant. Furthermore, the OLS regression measuring the effect of the

treatment on performance was estimated separately by devices. Evidence suggested that in-

dividuals assigned to the static reference point improved their performance compared to the

baseline condition, but the results were not significant or robust. Dynamic treatments had no

effect on the results.

The respondents were also asked if they remembered the reference point. As a result, some

explanatory analyses were performed while controlling for it. Individuals who noticed the

reference point and competed in the static treatment showed disappointment aversion compared

to those who competed in the dynamic reference point condition. The decrease in performance

based on correctly moved sliders sought 5.6 points at the 5% significance level, ceteris paribus.

This was also economically significant result, as it leads to a 31% increase in performance.

The results of the study contribute to the existing literature. First, although various refer-

ence points have been extensively researched, the competitive environment surrounding goal-

gradient effects has received little attention. Second, this is the first empirical analysis inves-

tigating the green line effect on ski jumping performance. Third, because behavioural labora-
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tories’ usage has been limited due to COVID-19, mobile effort tasks contribute to innovative

approaches to measure agents’ efforts while ensuring homogeneity.

In the remainder of the paper, section 2 presents the contributing literature. Section 3 provides

empirical analyses from ski jumping and explains the link between the empirical data and the

laboratory experiment. Section 4 describes the experimental design and procedure. Section 5

evaluates the results. Section 6 discusses the limitations; the conclusion is presented in section

7.

2 Literature

In the literature review, I aim to provide baseline knowledge of prospect theory to explain

the origins of reference points. Furthermore, I explore examples from laboratory and field

experiments to discuss the goal-as-a-reference point. Lastly, I discuss the goal-setting upon the

reference points in a competitive environment.

2.1 Prospect Theory and Reference Point

Prospect theory, introduced by Kahneman and Tversky in 1979, is a violation of expected

utility. In 1992, Kahneman and Tversky expanded the theory to include a cumulative prospect

theory. The initial paper has been cited over 70,000 times (Econometrica, n.d.), so the theory

has evolved and is now applied in various fields. In this section, I will try to summarise the

most important aspects of prospect theory and the reference point related to my study.

The reference point stems from prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Individuals in

the laboratory consistently violate expected utility, according to Kahneman and Tversky (1979).

This is a standard theory used by economists when making decisions under risk. The prospect

theory comprises three building blocks: i) loss aversion, ii) diminishing sensitivity, and iii)

reference point. In 1992, Kahneman and Tversky introduced the fourth block: iv) probability

weighting. First, individuals overestimate losses in comparison to the gains, resulting in loss

aversions. Second, agents experience diminishing sensitivity, thus each additional gain further

from zero value leads to a lower marginal utility. Therefore, agents seek a specific reference

point to maximise utility while avoiding loss. Third, the reference point distinguishes between

loss aversion and diminishing sensitivity values. Lastly, probability weighting is related to tail
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outcomes in any distribution, causing individuals to overweight unlikely outcomes (Barberis,

2013).

Prospect theory has a graphical implication, with the most well-known feature being a discon-

tinuity or kink at a reference point, identifying loss aversion. This is encountered by either the

discontinuous first derivative of utility at 0 or as a “kink” in the utility before the value 0 or

the reference points (Kahneman and Tversky, 1992). Therefore, when analysing individual be-

haviour at the reference point, studies often provide a value distribution, and any sudden change

around the reference point is interpreted as the existence of loss aversion. Allen et al. (2017)

conducted an empirical study on marathon runners who set their goals with rounded numbers

(e.g., 4 hours, 4:30, etc.). According to the study, runners’ finishing time distribution before

the rounded numbers depict a “jump,” resulting in runners being faster at the reference point

than those finishing after. Therefore suggesting that individuals experience loss aversions and

rounded numbers as a goal-as-a-reference point for them.

One of the main challenges of applying prospect theory is the lack of precision. Barberis

(2013), in his overview, “Thirty Years of Prospect Theory,” discusses that it is still unclear

how we define “losses” and “gains” and determine the reference point. Ko˝szegi and Rabin

(2007) rises the idea that the reference point is based on the initial value, the so-called status

quo, and that the gains and losses can be computed based on expectations. An example of

the endowment effect was provided, where randomly assigned mug owners in an experiment

(Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler, 1990) were willing to sell the mug at a higher price than

nonowners. Therefore, mug owners’ willingness to sell was based on an expected reference

point, while nonowners’ willingness to sell was based on the status quo. Clearly, the academic

literature over the last 40 years has improved the theory and implications of prospect theory.

The majority of studies rely on positive economics and attempt to explain the observed be-

haviour. However, some studies focus on prescriptive application, thus nudging individuals to

the preferred behaviour (Barberis, 2013).

To summarise, after 40 years of prospect theory, economists and psychologists promote re-

search and application in various fields. Prospect theory, which originated as a decision under

risk, has found applications in finance, insurance, consumption and saving decisions, industrial

organisation, labour supply, and other fields (Barberis, 2013). Reference points can be clas-

sified into different types based on various criteria. However, there is a significant distinction
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between internal and external reference points (Bell and Bucklin, 1999). In a literature review,

Wang et al. (2020) assign expectations, goals and aspirations, minimum requirements, social

comparison, and status quo to internal reference points. On the other hand, external reference

points are externally stimulated and based on previously available information, such as goals

and rewards (Wang et al. 2020).

2.2 Goals and Reference Points

Goals can be perceived as a reference point (Heath et al., 1999). Studies combined goals

and reference point literature. Furthermore, they explored various sources influencing goal

achievement, such as the agent’s position in the progress curve (Cheema and Bagchi, 2011;

Koo and Fishbach, 2012), visual ability (Cheema and Bagchi, 2011), impact level (Nunes and

Dreze, 2006), and others.

Heath et al. (1999) merge prospect theory with the goal-setting theory and thus conclude that

reference point can be seen as a goal-setting mechanism. Agents do not perceive outcomes as

neutral; they categorise them as failures or successes. Therefore, goals are rather a deviation

between these two outcomes. Additionally, Heath et al. (1999) demonstrate that both effort and

satisfaction outcomes can explain the prospect theory values. Heath et al. (1999) provided the

following example about Charles and David on effort surveys: Charles sets a goal of 30 sit-ups,

whereas David seeks to achieve 40 sit-ups. Charles and David are both on their 34th sit-up,

and thus students [N = 74] are now asked who would exert more effort for one additional sit-up

even though both are exhausted. Study subjects suggested that David (82%) would invest more

effort than Charles (18%), which means that an additional sit-up for David yields higher utility

in terms of satisfaction than for Charles. Agents believed that Charles achieved the goal-as-a-

reference point; however, David was still behind, so he was more likely to exert more effort to

avoid personal failure. In other words, this behaviour is perceived as experiencing loss aversion.

Consequently, Heath et al. (1999) state that the agents value the goal-related outcomes (i.e.,

levels of goal progress) relative to the reference point, which further leads to a discussion on

the value function.

The robust findings in the literature of goal achievement is the strong relationship between

effort, motivation, and goals (Hull, 1932; Fishbach et al., 2010; Koo and Fishbach, 2014;

Harkin et al., 2016). The “goal looms larger” or “goal-gradient” effects apply to individuals
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who accumulate and exert more effort as they get closer to the end. The desired goal by Heath

et al. (1999) serve as a reference point, and goal pursuits are posited as a value function. The

function is driven by effort; therefore, each increase in value leads to a higher marginal utility

when approaching the goal. In other words, each increase in effort has a greater impact on the

overall goal, resulting in greater achievement (Wallace and Etkin, 2017).

Furthermore, goal specificity may result in different outcomes. Cheema and Bagchi (2011)

conducted a laboratory experiment to investigate the effect of visualisation on effort exertion.

Undergraduate students [N = 79] were asked to exert effort using a hand dynamometer at a

consistent level for 130 seconds (130 seconds corresponds to 4.33 rotations of the watch hand

on a 30-second stopwatch). The study included two treatments: easy-to-visualise and hard-

to-visualise groups. In the easy-to-visualise group, students saw a horizontal bar on a screen

that filled in as time elapsed. Alternatively, the hard-to-visualise group was presented with a

30-second stopwatch. Consequently, in the hard-to-visualise condition, the clock was updated

each second, whereas, in the easy-to-visualise condition, the progress of incrementally filling

the bar was seen. One would argue that the difference between the treatment conditions is

relatively small, but the results presented in four stages provide evidence of a significant effect

in effort exertion for the last 30 seconds. The visualisation did not affect the first three stages.

Nevertheless, individuals were mostly affected by the goal visualisation once they approached

the end.

A supporting experiment was conducted by Koo and Fishbach (2012). They explored the differ-

ence between high and low goal attainment progress with accumulated and remaining progress

fulfilment. In the laboratory experiment, participants from the University of Chicago were pro-

vided with partly completed frequent coffee cards. The card would be used to collect ten stamps

to receive a free hot beverage as a reward. Researchers employed 2 x (focus: remaining vs. ac-

cumulated progress) and 2 x (progress: low and high) between-subject design. For example,

the manipulated groups would have three or seven accumulated or remaining stamps on their

card. The study measured outcomes by the willingness to enrol in the programme. The results

of the high progress treatment were significantly more motivating for students to achieve the

reward than the results of the low progress treatment. In the accumulating treatment, there was

no difference between low and high progress. However, participants indicated that the remain-

ing fulfilment of the goal is more motivated in the later stages than in the earlier ones. Lastly,
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Cryder, Loewenstein, and Seltman (2013) used an empirical study of crowdfunding campaigns

to support the goal-gradient effect. Three studies showed that the donors’ charitable actions

increase as the campaign gets closer to its goal, suggesting that donors perceive their impact as

higher when approaching the end.

Cheema and Bagchi (2011) conducted another study in which they measured the effect of

progress on goal attainment in a 2x2 between-subject design experiment. Students [N = 183]

were divided into two groups and given either a difficult or easy goal for saving $750. They

were told they had $225 (goal far) or $525 (goal near) and were thus randomly assigned to

either the visualised bar filling treatment (goal easy) or the text treatment (goal difficult). After

the participants completed a survey measuring their savings commitment, the results indicated

that those who were closer to their goals were more committed. Furthermore, the visualisation

of the goal in the easy condition increased the likelihood of goal achievement. On the other

hand, visualisation had no effect on the outcomes in the difficult goal treatment.

Wallace and Etkin (2017) investigate the distinction between specified and non-specified goals.

Goals like “lose 6 pounds” are specific, whereas “do your best” is not. The absence of a specific

end goal introduces ambiguity in performance evaluation and may even result in poorer results

(Wright and Kacmar, 1994; Clark et al., 2020). Nevertheless, it begs the question of how people

perceive non-specific (vs. specific) goals and the position of the reference point. Wallace and

Etkin (2017) try to answer the question by hypothesising that the lack of a specific goal induces

the reference point at the outset. Individuals with non-specific goals value progress based on

their starting point. Alternatively, as previously discussed, an end reference point induces the

specific goals. Wallace and Etkin (2017) propose a theory that non-specific goals are driven

by a diminishing sensitivity function and thus should be steeper in terms of motivation values

at the beginning of the goal progress. That is, as individuals move away from the initial refer-

ence point, their progress appears less significant, and as a result, they experience diminishing

sensitivity. On the other hand, specific goals are motivated by loss aversion and thus have a

steeper slope at the end. As discussed in a previous example, agents experience goal-gradient

effects and, as a result, exert more effort closer to the end-stage than at the beginning. At the

behavioural laboratory, the researchers conducted an experiment with 155 students. Partici-

pants were assigned to 2 x (goal: specific vs. non-specific) and 3 x (progress: low, medium,

and high) between-subject design treatments at random. Students were instructed to find an
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error in the text passages, which each contained an error. Furthermore, finding each error in a

passage would result in a streak. Specific goal treatments were instructed to find at least ten

errors, whereas non-specific treatments were instructed to find “as many as possible.” Failure

to find an error would bring the streak to an end, and thus the game would be lost. The study

was paused after finding two errors, five errors, or both errors, simultaneously corresponding

to low, medium, and high treatment conditions, and individuals were given new instructions

stating that the next passage would be more difficult and that if they could not find the error,

they would be asked to leave the study. However, because there were no errors in the passage,

people would eventually leave. The time spent searching for the error serves as a proxy for mo-

tivation. According to the hypothesis, researchers discovered that non-specific goals provided

significantly less motivation than specific goals. Individuals with non-specific goals were also

more likely to invest progressively low effort from a low to high progress condition.

To summarise, the specificity and framing of the goal-as-a-reference point may produce differ-

ent outcomes. Individuals exert a goal-gradient effect closer to the endpoint, whereas they may

be behaving according to a diminishing sensitivity curve in the early stage. Nonetheless, every-

body is surrounded with a context, raising new questions about how a competitive environment

affects the reference point outcomes.

2.3 Competition and Reference Point

Fiegenbaum, Hart, and Schendel (1996) developed the strategic reference point theory by com-

bining prospect theory and organisations. They argue that when a company is above the refer-

ence point, it is risk-averse, whereas it is risk-seeking when it is lagging behind the reference

point. According to the authors, the strategic reference point matrix includes internal, external,

and time dimensions. External success is most commonly defined as outperforming the compe-

tition and thus leading the market. Thus, actions in a competitive market are defined in relation

to the competitors (Shoham and Fiegenbaum, 1999). Therefore, competitor outcomes serve as

a reference point and are endogenous to agent performance. Furthermore, competition involved

various behaviours, which led to the development of the contest theory (Konrad, 2009).

Players in the contest can exert scarce resources such as effort, motivation, and money to in-

crease their probability of winning the competition (Konrad, 2009). In the contest, each agent

is ranked individually; thus, the best performer receives the prize. The prize in the contest is di-
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rectly influenced by the outcomes of other players, because agents must exert more effort than

the closest competitor in order to be a leader (Dechenaux, Kovenock, and Sheremeta, 2015).

In real life, various forms of contests can be observed, such as all-in-auction or Tullock con-

tests, but for our purposes, we are primarily interested in rank-order tournaments. Individuals

in rank-order tournaments are ranked from best to worst in terms of the task on which they

are competing (Konrad, 2009). The best performer receives the top prize, the second-best per-

former receives the second-highest prize, and so on. Rank-order tournaments can be found in

sports competitions (Fershtman and Gneezy, 2011), salesperson performance (Casas-Arce and

Martinez-Jerez, 2009), and promotion execution (Bognanno, 2001).

Contests suffer from heterogeneous effects across agents. The number of players (Lim et al.,

2014), risk attitude (Cason, Masters, and Sheremeta, 2020), gender (Niederle and Vesterlund,

2011), prize type (Fairburn and Malcomson, 2001), and other factors might lead to differ-

ent outcomes in a tournament. The contest theory assumes risk-neutrality (Konrad, 2009).

However, it is well researched that different risk attitudes lead to different outcomes. Cason,

Masters, and Sheremeta (2020) conducted a laboratory experiment to analyse the effort ex-

erted in three winner-take-all contests with different types of payoff distribution. The findings

suggested that the overall exerted effort differs between the contests; however, subjects’ risk

attitudes towards the goal remain consistent across all contests. Risk-averse individuals tended

to exert less effort in tournaments, whereas risk-seeking individuals were more competitive.

Theoretically, agents who believe they are far ahead in a large number of participants’ compe-

titions slack off because they believe losing is impossible. Alternatively, performers who are

significantly behind give up because catching up seems impossible (Casas-Arce and Martinez-

Jerez, 2009). However, the Casas-Arce and Martinez-Jerez (2009) study provided no empirical

support for the latter scenario, possibly because of the research’s attrition bias. However, the

quitting behaviour is in line with giving up in the competition. Fershtman and Gneezy (2011)

conducted a field experiment in four schools in which 10th grade high-school students ran a

60-metre race during a physical class. The first run was done individually, whereas the second

run was done in pairs, with partners chosen at random or based on their ability. Pairs could

also run together or separately. Lastly, low, middle, and high-level incentives were introduced

for the competitions. The results suggested that the quitting behaviour correlated with the in-

centives. The quitting rate was only significant for the high level of incentives. Fershtman and

Gneezy (2011) propose a theoretical model in which high-level incentives imply high-level ef-
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fort, resulting in a higher cost of finishing the competition. They posit that because the higher

cost of finishing is greater than the social cost of quitting, agents prefer to withdraw from the

competition. Disappointment aversion is also defined as putting in less effort, motivation, or

other performance-based values (Gill and Prowse, 2012).

The discouragement effect appears under the shared information of competitors’ outcomes

(Gill and Prowse, 2012). According to research, subjects perform differently depending on

whether they trail or lead their competitors and experience disappointment aversion (Gill and

Prowse, 2012; Ludwig and Lünser, 2012; Eisenkopf and Teyssier, 2013), suggesting that the

competitor’s performance serves as a reference point. Gill and Prowse (2012) designed a two-

stage real effort laboratory experiment and paired subjects to perform a “slider-task.” The game

consisted of sliders that must be moved to a specific position. The agent who moved the most

sliders in a limited time in both stages wins the prize. Individuals were randomly assigned to

“First movers” and “Second movers”. Once the “First mover” completed the task, the “Second

Mover” observed the results and started the game too. Assuming that subjects were focused

on the prize, the “First Mover” effort level should have no effect on the “Second Mover.”

Nonetheless, the results showed that when the “First Movers” exerted a high level of effort,

the “Second Mover” shied away and became less motivated. Alternatively, if the “Second

Mover” encountered low effort from the “First Mover,” she exerted more effort to reach the

baseline. This demonstrates that subjects in competitive environments are not only motivated

by monetary gains, but also adjust their goals in real-time based on the competitors’ efforts,

which serves as a reference point.

Field experiments yielded similar results. Delfgaauw et al. (2014) investigated whether provid-

ing performance-based information to stores would help them meet their sales targets and earn

bonuses. Researchers collaborated with an entertainment retail store chain in the Netherlands,

which implemented a new bonus system to boost sales performance. A total of 189 stores were

randomly assigned to either a treatment [N = 93] or control group. The treatment group was

given weekly information on the performance of the control group. Employees in the treatment

condition only received bonuses if their stores outperformed comparable stores in the control

group. No bonus scheme was provided to the control group. The findings indicated that the

dynamic incentive scheme had no effect on sales performance on average. Perceived informa-

tion positively affected sales performance in stores that were closer to the goal. There was no
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response to the incentives found for the stores that were far behind. As in previous studies, it

was possible that employees gave up and, as a result, experienced disappointment aversion.

In summary, the reference point stems from prospect theory. Various laboratory and field ex-

periments provide evidence that individuals made decisions based on the reference point. Due

to goal-gradient effects and risk-seeking behaviour, they exert more effort by being closer to

the reference point. Once the reference point is behind them, agents are risk-averse. The goal-

as-a-reference point can range from something salient, such as the green line in ski jumping,

to anticipated competitor performance in competitions. Further in my study, I explore both

and attempt to link visual reference point positions in the competition, which challenges study

participants to anticipate their competitors in the rank-order tournament.

3 Empirical Findings

Empirical findings from ski jumping inspire the researcher to investigate the reference point.

Ski jumping has grown in popularity in Central Europe over the last 20 years (FIS-ski.com,

2018). Changes were made regularly to increase TV audience engagement. One of these

improvements was the introduction of the green line, also known as the “to-beat line” (FIS-

ski.com, 2014). The green line was projected on the ski jumping hills based on the last best per-

formance and thus identifying the jumpers that overcome the line would increase their chances

of being leading athletes in the competition.1:

The performers jump in the order specified from the worst to the best based on qualifica-

tion results. On average, agents should outperform the line in terms of distance in line with

Dechenaux, Kovenock, and Sheremeta (2014) findings. A rational agent should not be influ-

enced by the line and thus jump as far as possible to win the competition, because the green

line provides an asymmetric information. However, it is possible that agents deviate from the

expected utility and thus perceive the green line as a reference point. Performers would ex-

hibit risk-seeking behaviour when ahead of the line because they might lose, and they may be

risk-averse when after the line. Prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) and the goal-

gradient effect support such a behaviour (Koo and Fishbach, 2014; Harkin et al., 2016; Wallace

et al., 2018). Lastly, the experimental findings from Cheema and Bagchi (2011) suggested that

1The line is clearly visible to the performers. An active ski jumper R. Kobayashi in one of his interviews

mentions “<..>after the take-off you see the green line and if you made it or not.” (Perelman, 2019)
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the visibility of the goal increases the probability of achieving it.

3.1 Data and Methodology

In order to measure the effect of the reference point on performance, the ski jumpers per-

formance was analysed. The data was retrieved online from the International Ski Federation

statistics and contains 9270 individual jumps data of the first-round jumps 2. In 2010, compen-

sation points for wind and gates were introduced. The change had an effect on the performance

scores and, presumably, the jumping strategy (Virmavirta and Kivekäs, 2012), so only the data

from 2010 was analysed. Apart from the green line presented in 2014, no other significant

changes, to my knowledge, have been introduced between 2010 and 2021. Therefore, I can

use a fixed effects regression to compare the outcomes before and after the introduction of the

“to-beat line.” In this case, the main outcome after the green line was introduced is compared

to the time before the line. The regression equations is:

yit = βGreen linet + γWind speedi +φathlet e +δorder +ηcom pet it ion +ζhil l + εit (1)

The outcome was the delta variable measuring how far the individuals i in year t landed from

the last best performer3. Green line is a dummy variable that indicates 1 if the green line

was displayed in the competition from 2014 and 0 if years before. The β is the coefficient

of interest, which represents the change in delta after the green line was introduced in the

tournaments relative to the period before. The wind speed control was introduced because it is

an outdoor sport, and wind plays a significant role in the competition (Virmavirta and Kivekäs,

2012). The equation includes fixed effects for athletes, order, hill size and competition to

account for unobserved unit heterogeneity between these characteristics. Adding fixed effects

helps us to control for systematic differences in outcome variables across athletes, order, hill

size and competition. More precisely, it increases the probability of comparing akin athletes in

terms of order, hill and competition before the introduction of the green line and afterwards.

2The first round data was used due limitations in converting data from PDF to readable format. Presumably,

the second round data would be less random, because athletes jump in order of the first round results. The first

round results are based on the qualification results happening few days before.
3Even though there was no line before 2014, I could reconstruct the line, by calculating where it would have

been based on the last best performer. One could refer to it as a placebo line.
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The same equation (1) was performed on judge points. Measuring the effect of the green line

on judge points could imply risk-seeking behaviour. Judge points evaluate the jumpers’ flying

style in terms of flight, outrun and landing (ICR, 2021). I expect that without the salient line,

individuals were not aware of their exact landing position and would have landed in order to

maximise their judge points. Once the line is introduced, athletes, while landing, can see the

line and thus might try to overfly the line, but risk the landing position. This would have a

negative effect on judge points. The standard errors were clustered at event level.

3.2 Empirical Results

Table 1 shows the effects of the green line on jumpers’ performance in terms of the jump delta

to the line position and judge points. Column 1 shows a reduced form regression of the green

line effect on performance while controlling for wind speed. The effect was negative, but it

was insignificant. Figure 1 shows a graphical extension of the results in Column 1, but with

the jump order dummy, and we could see that the green line had no effect on delta because the

confidence intervals overlapped. However, the figure suggests that there may be heterogeneity

in jump order because the confidence intervals overlap from the 30th jumper in order, but not

as extensively as before. The effect could be more pronounced on the first 30 jumpers because

they have lower skills, and having a goal-as-a-reference line may be more effective than not

having one. Individuals who land above the line fly further than those who land below the

line because the delta was positive. Column 2 only shows the results for the first 30 jumpers;

the sign had changed in comparison to the overall effect, but the effect was still insignificant.

Column 3 presents the results from the equation (1), yet, no significant effects could be found

either. One could argue that the green line had no effect on the ski jumpers and that having a

reference displayed had no effect on their performance. However, the heterogeneous effects of

the jump order and the lack of a good counterfactual may be impeding the results. Following

that, delta had been calculated using the distance measure, which lacks precision because it is

rounded to 0.5 (ICR, 2021).

Risk-seeking behaviour could be captured by judge points. Figure 2 shows that having a green

line reduced the judge points and substantially increased the overlap of the confidential inter-

vals after the 30th jump. The overall effect estimates were displayed in Column 4, providing

evidence that having a green line, compared to the period without the line, decreased the judge
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Figure 1: The effect of the green line

on the delta.

Figure 2: The effect of the green line

on judge points.

points at the 5% significance level, ceteris paribus. Column 5 only accounts for the first 30

jumpers, so the effect was more pronounced. Lastly, Column 6 presents the results of equa-

tion (1). According to the estimates, having a green line versus not having a line reduces the

judge points by a score of 0.46 at a 5% significance level, ceteris paribus. It is worth noting

that the effect was not economically significant, as the relative decrease was 0.0089% (Mean =

52.03). Yet, these consistent and negative estimates suggest that the “to-beat line” may reflect

the reference point, but the interpretation is limited due to confounding effects and low measure

precision.

Table 1: The effect of the green line on performance

Note: Cluster Standard Errors on event ID had been added to 3 and 6 columns. Other equations were performed

with robust standard errors. Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1
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3.3 Empirical Conclusion

One could argue that the identification strategy used to observe the causal effect was insuffi-

cient. Including fixed effects may improve estimates of the relationship, but it does not imply

causal inference. Ski jumping was constantly improving, and even when athlete fixed effects

were taken into account, seasonal unobserved athlete development could not be captured. Ide-

ally, a more efficient counterfactual was required. For example, using the ski jumpers perfor-

mance from a continental cup, where the green line is not displayed. Summarized, any random

allocation of individuals jumping with and without a green line in the similar type of competi-

tion and hill size would allow one to capture a causal effect.

Nonetheless, the results suggested that there is a correlation between the green line and per-

formance, but various confounds hampered the results. The green line was accounted for as a

reference point based on significant negative judge points. These findings provide information

for further research and, as a result, lead to the laboratory experiment.

4 Experimental Evidence from Laboratory

The pre-registered experiment was conducted on a mobile phone using the Prolific platform.

The study employs an effort slider task similar to that used by Gill and Prowse (2012). Subjects

were asked to compete in a rank-order tournament, moving as many sliders as possible in the

limited time they had on their phones. The study uses a between-subject design, with partic-

ipants randomly assigned to one of three groups: baseline, static, or dynamic reference point

condition. The experiment is divided into three stages: instructions, effort task/tournament,

and questionnaire, and it was designed with Qualtrics. In the absence of a real laboratory envi-

ronment, it is critical to ensure homogeneous devices for measuring the exerted effort. Prolific

allows researchers to publish surveys on a specific device, so the experiment is only available

for participants using a mobile phone. Furthermore, only subjects from the United States are

invited, as the majority of the population in the United States owns an iPhone (Statista, 2021),

increasing the probability of homogeneity in the study.

The experiment held two sessions with 172 participants. Subjects were paid a £0.38 flat fee,

and the TOP3 participants shared a prize of £8.89 (12$). Six participants received a prize of
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£1.47 as a result of the tie. The session took around four minutes4. This leads to hourly average

earnings of £5.7, which was above the lowest payment on Prolific.

4.1 Mobile Slider Task

Gill and Prowse (2012) developed the original slider task, and it is widely used by experimental

economists to assess effort (Gill and Prowse, 2012; Georganas et al., 2015; Besley and Ghatak,

2017; Brown et al., 2019). Originally provided in the laboratory environment, slider tasks

consist of several sliders on a single screen that must be positioned in the middle between 0

and 100. To ensure consistency, each subject uses the same computer with the same mouse

and keyboard settings. However, to limit the learning effects, each slider was displayed in

a different position rather than below the others. For the master’s thesis project, it was not

common to use a laboratory, and thus I could not ensure that individuals would be participating

with similar computer settings. As a result, inspired by Gill and Prowse’s (2012) experiment, I

created a mobile effort experiment. In Qualtrics, the study was set up as a survey, and 40 sliders

with random numbers ranging from 0 to 100 were assigned (Figure 3). The initial position was

set to 0. I chose to use random numbers instead of the middle 50 to avoid learning effects,

as each slider is displayed directly after the other. Respondents were asked to position sliders

based on the random number displayed above. According to the imposed rules, subjects were

only eligible for payments if each slider in the row was correctly positioned. Individuals were

progressing to the next slider after completing the one above by scrolling down.

iPhone owners were primarily targeted for employment, as Android operating systems would

suffer from greater heterogeneity due to greater differences between models and mobile phones

(ZcomTech, 2022). Between the models, the iOS operating systems have comparable touch

duration (ZcomTech, 2022), resolution (GBKSOFT, 2021), and a default browser (Geeks-

forGeeks, 2021). These specifications were critical to ensure that the groups were similar to

one another, and, thus, we could compare similar effort exertion in the between-subject design.

However, using only one device may limit the internal and external validity. Since iPhones

are more expensive on average than Android devices (Netter, 2020), these individuals may

4The payment was calculated based on the pilot study [N = 37] with an approximate time taken 3 minutes.

Hence, the flat fee hourly averaged was £7.6. However, the filling of Prolific ID completion code and extended

instruction likely increased the time to 4 minutes, therefore the individual average hourly payment in the original

experiment was lower. The pilot study was conducted in May, 2021.
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have a higher income. If individuals with higher income are more competitive, the unobserved

characteristic in our study would induce upward biassed estimates.

Real-effort tasks often suffer from drawbacks. First, the cost of effort varies among subjects and

is unobserved by the researcher (Gross et al., 2015; Charness et al., 2018). Second, the panel

data collected from effort tasks, such as ski jumping behaviour, is noisy due to subject variation

(Gill and Prowse, 2019). According to Gill and Prowse (2019), slider tasks may be perceived

as advantageous from various perspectives. First, they are relatively simple and straightforward

for the participants to conduct. Second, they provide nearly identical repetition compared to the

math or counting exercises frequently used in effort tasks. For the same reason, they eliminate

randomness in guessing. Lastly, the slider task provides a more graduated measure than the

envelope-stucking task (Konow, 2000) due to the limited time frame. The slider task was

originally used for repeated observations in the within-subject design, but the same benefits

apply to the between-subject design.

Alternatively, the slider task has some drawbacks. First, the output of the sliders moved has

no intrinsic value. Second, while there is some evidence of gender effects (Gill and Prowse,

2014). The evidence was found in the computer environment, and the results from mobile

devices may differ. Gender balance was also predetermined in Prolific. Slider tasks require

high concentration rather than cognitive skills. The latter could be a source of concern for

the study. Once the slider was correctly positioned, a careless touch would have moved it

one point, causing it to be incorrect. Sliders that were incorrectly positioned were featured

(Figure 3). Respondents were asked to return and adjust the slider position. The action is time-

consuming. To counter this drawback, the number of correctly moved sliders is also analysed

as the outcome for the analysis.

4.2 Experimental Procedure and Hypothesis

Instructions were presented in the beginning of the tournament, explaining the rules and award-

ing the prizes (Appendix A). The picture of the slider (Figure 3) was also provided, but it was

not interactive to ensure that participants would not be involved in any practice, which could in-

duce learning effects prior to the tournament. They were asked to read the instructions carefully
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Figure 3: An Example of the Mobile Slider Task

and thus answer the attention checks5.

In the second stage, participants competed in a tournament. They were given a time limit and

instructed to move as many sliders as possible from 0 to 100 to the required position. The tour-

nament lasted 90 seconds. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups at this

stage: baseline treatment (no reference point), static reference point treatment, or dynamic ref-

erence point treatment. The reference point in this experiment refers to the pilot study’s highest

number of moved sliders, which was 19 sliders. There was no information on a reference point

provided at baseline.

The static and dynamic treatments reflect the inconclusive results from delta (distance from the

line and landing location). It seems that the imposed reference points increase the distance be-

tween the reference point and the landing position, implying that the reference point motivates

athletes. According to the literature, imposing competitive goals may lead to disappointment

aversion (Gill and Prowse, 2012). The matter seems to be where individuals receive infor-

mation about the goal on the progress line, similar to the goal-gradient-effect (Wallace et al.,

2018). Individuals are more likely to achieve a goal if they perceive themselves to be closer

to it. Therefore, static and dynamic treatments suggest that the reference point may affect

performance depending on when the information is revealed.

Therefore, the static treatment stated the reference point before the task begins and on top of the

screen (see Fig B2 in Appendix B). Gill and Prowse (2012) measured the discouragement effect

5Ten individuals failed the attention check, therefore they were rejected from the study and did not participate

in the tournament.
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discussed in the literature by using the same method of displaying reference points. Therefore,

the question is whether the results will be consistent with the Gill and Prowse (2012) study or

rather positive, as in the Freeman et al. (2010) experiment. The static reference point refers to

the first Hypothesis:

H0: A static reference point has no effect on the individual’s performance compared to no

reference point.

H1: A static reference point has an effect on the individual’s performance compared to no

reference point.

Previous research and empirical findings from ski jumping inspired the introduction of the dy-

namic reference point condition. Individuals in the study were solving the slider progressively

towards the reference point, similar to how ski jumpers fly towards the goal. The dynamic

treatment informed them of the existence of a reference point before the task began; however,

the precise position was revealed only when they were close to the 19th slider, which stated

“pilot study best result” (see Fig. B3 in Appendix B). Therefore, the reference point was not

immediately visible; it was only visible after some more sliders were solved and the screen was

scrolled down (approx. 15 sliders depending on the phone screen size). This treatment supports

the second hypothesis.

H0: A dynamic reference point has no effect on the individual’s performance compared to no

reference point.

H2: A dynamic reference point has an effect on the individual’s performance compared to no

reference point.

Lastly, after the tournament for static and dynamic treatments, the question whether the respon-

dents remembered seeing the reference point was displayed. Following that, the study included

a brief demographic questionnaire. The question of how long the current mobile phone has

been in use was asked because phone usage and duration may affect performance. Device

type, browser, and resolution were automatically recorded as metadata points; these variables

were important for the study because differences in the environment could affect the players’

performance.

It is worth noting that the experiment includes attention tests. The first ones were introduced

early on when users were asked to answer questions about the game’s rules. If incorrect answers
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were provided, the experiment was cancelled, and no earnings were received.

5 Analysis

I collected data from two sources. Experimental data have been collected with the Qualtrics

survey. In addition, Prolific shares the demographics of participants; therefore, the nationality

and employment status of the subjects have been matched based on the anonymous Prolific ID.

The experiment had two sessions and contained a total of 172 participants. The first session

was conducted on February 18, 2022, with 150 participants. The second session took place

on March 4, 2022. I proceeded with two sessions, because in the first session, 22 participants

needed to be rejected: 6 respondents dropped out because of a non-qualified device; 11 indi-

viduals failed an attention check; two individuals cheated by entering the study more than one

time6; three subjects showed low effort by missing a substantial number of sliders in the row.

Therefore, in order to reach the number of planned participants, the study was republished a

few weeks later.

Importantly, due to the limited number of participants, I performed a two-sample means test to

estimate the power of my analysis. I did it separately by device, and thus, discovered that the

iOS sample size for the static treatment has a power of around 9%, whereas for the dynamic

treatment, only 6% (see Table C2 in Appendix C) depending on the outcome. Furthermore, due

to the higher variation in the distribution, Android has a higher power for the treatment groups

(see Table C3 in Appendix C). The static condition shares a power estimate of around 22%,

and the dynamic treatment has a power of around 28%7.

Two dependent variables were explored. First, Moved [N = 151] refers to the number of total

sliders moved if the number of misplaced sliders is lower than 10% of the score. A total of 19

subjects placed one or two sliders incorrectly, but still qualified for the 10% threshold. This

is the main outcome variable based on the pre-registration. Second, I explored the number

of correctly moved sliders. This score [N = 132] was only counted, if all sliders in the row

6Entering the study more than one time induces learning effects. Data provided evidence that each additional

participation increased the score. Therefore they have been rejected from the study.
7Erasmus School of Economics policy induces a budget constraint for the Master thesis experiments. Thus

150 subjects were the highest number of participants I could employ. Thus, having a smaller amount of agents

had an effect on small sample power.
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were positioned correctly. Hence, if any slider in the row was missed or incorrectly placed, the

score in the data set was coded as missing. It is necessary to analyse the variables separately,

as placing the slider correctly was time-consuming. Thus, agents avoiding correction might

reflect some risk-seeking behaviour.

The independent variables refer to baseline, static, and dynamic treatments. Each treatment

variable in the study was coded as dummy. The baseline was 1 if subjects took part in the first

treatment, and 0 if static or dynamic. Static and dynamic treatments were compared relative to

baseline outcomes. Static versus dynamic treatment comparisons were also explored; however,

this was not pre-registered and entered as an explanatory analysis. The random allocation was

successful, and approximately 30 subjects per condition were assigned to the iOS operating

system and 20 to the Android.

In line with pre-registration, the number of moved sliders qualifying for the 10% threshold was

the main outcome. Treatments were compared relative to the baseline. The analysis needed

to be carried out, aggregating both device outcomes. However, in the next section, I further

explain why the decision to improve the analysis was taken.

5.1 Devices

It was necessary to ensure that individuals used similar devices to obtain homogeneous re-

sponses in the mobile slider task tournament. The study was conducted in the United States

because a higher proportion of the population uses the iOS operating system. 79 respondents

used the iOS operating system in the experiment. Nevertheless, a substantial 40% proportion

of respondents used the Android [N = 63] operating system. One individual used a smartphone

with the Windows NT operating system. It has been eliminated from the analysis.

In line with expectations, the respondents differ in terms of correctly moved sliders by device

(TABLE 2). To compare the significant difference between the two samples, the Mann-Whitney

test was implemented. On average, individuals holding an iPhone correctly moved 17.72 slid-

ers, whereas Android respondents scored 20.54 (NiOS = 79, NAndroid = 52; p-value = 0.002).

One Android respondent correctly moved all 40 sliders, as some Android phones have touch

pens, this plausibly explains this outlier. The differences between the device characteristics

were more concerning. For example, respondents using Android had 28 different resolutions

registered, whereas iOS had 7. The Mann-Whitney test provided a statistical difference be-
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Table 2: Comparison between Android and iOS respondents

Note: Resolution captures the number of the different types of screen sizes.

tween the time of the first click response (NAndroid = 63, NiOS = 87, p-value = 0.028). One

could argue that the difference could be related to the selection bias, this cannot be neglected,

especially due to the significant difference between the age (NAndroid = 63, NiOS = 87, p-value

= 0.033) and gender (NAndroid = 63, NiOS = 87, p-value = 0.018).

Pre-registration states that an OLS regression (Appendix D) is implemented (Table 3). The

effect of treatment on performance was estimated while controlling for the device and browser

(Columns 5 - 7). The estimates for devices are omitted due to time-invariant characteristics

between browsers and devices. In order to obtain estimates, the browser dummies were ex-

cluded. The estimates for all three treatments suggest that having an iOS compared to an

Android decreases the correctly moved sliders from 2.6 points (Column 2) to 3.33 points (Col-

umn 4), depending on the treatment at a 1% significance level. Lastly, the total effect of the iOS

compared to Android is also highly significant at the 1% significance level. Thus, the former

analysis leads to some intermediate conclusions:

Result 1: There is a significant difference between devices. Thus, the average effect between

treatments cannot be observed as it is hindered by heterogeneous device effects.

Considering the low power of the study, these results were relatively strong, thus providing

us with evidence that there is a significant difference between iOS and Android agents on the

exerted effort. Suggested differences between the Android users hinder the treatment evalua-

tion; therefore, descriptive statistics were presented separately by the operating system. The

analysis was carried out accordingly with a focus on iPhone users. Noteworthy, this was not

pre-registered; nevertheless, due to observed differences, this was presumed necessary.
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Table 3: The Effect of the Device on the Number of Moved Slider

Note. The iOS estimates were omitted in Column 5-7, because it is time-invariant with the browser dummies.

Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1

5.2 Descriptive Statistics

In upfront analyses, it was important to review the balance in demographic characteristics and

device settings between the treatment conditions pooled by operating systems (see Table E1

Appendix E). The average age of our respondents was 25 years old. The iOS treatments shared

the age of 25 between all three groups, whereas the Android users between all three groups

were around 26. The overall sample was equally distributed with regard to gender due to pre-

assignment in Prolific. However, some differences across the treatments were observed. For

iOS, 56% of the respondents were male in the baseline condition, whereas for the Static and

Dynamic groups, it was around 35% of the male respondents. For Android, 48% of the re-

spondents were male in the baseline treatment, in static - 64% and in dynamic - 70%8. The

study was published in the United States; therefore, it is not surprising that above 75% of the

responses per condition have United States nationality. The variable was presented as a dummy

variable; the United States is 1, and others nationalities have been coded as 0, as the distribu-
8Unequal distribution for Android was slightly concerning. This again provides us with evidence that Android

results should be analysed with caution.
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tion was relatively widely spread. Education variables resemble random distributions between

the treatments. Most of the respondents held bachelor’s degrees, and slightly fewer individuals

had some college but no degree. Lastly, the information regarding an individual’s employment

status was obtained from Prolific. Most of the subjects were fully employed. Nevertheless, a

substantial amount of individual information was missing; therefore, this variable might suf-

fer from attrition bias and thus should be treated carefully. This leads to some intermediate

conclusions:

Result 2: Demographic characteristics are well balanced between the treatments.

Phone behaviour characteristics were presented by the treatments (see Table E1 Appendix E).

The first click appeared the fastest in the baseline condition. This might be related to the

fact that the task was put in only one sentence. For static and dynamic treatments, additional

reference point information were provided9. However, based on the Kruskal-Wallis equality-

of-populations rank test, the difference between the treatments is not significant for both iOS

(Nbaseline = 27, Nstatic = 29, Ndynamic = 31, p-value = 0.6786) and Android (Nbaseline = 21, Nstatic

= 22, Ndynamic = 20, p-value = 0.7625). The last click distribution is equal between the operating

systems and across the treatments. Click count differed slightly between the treatments. The

baseline treatments generated the most clicks, which might be expected for iOS, because in

this condition, the least number of missed sliders was observed, suggesting that individuals in

the baseline treatment were more careful (Table 4). However, it could be related to the number

of moved sliders for Android (Table 4), as the more sliders one positions, the more clicks

it requires. Progressively lower numbers of clicks was witnessed for the static and dynamic

treatments for both Android and iOS, which was in line with decreasing performance in the

score. Kruskal-Wallis equality-of-populations rank test could not reject the null hypothesis;

thus, there was no significant difference between the treatments. Nevertheless, the p-values

were closer to 10% for Android (Nbaseline = 21, Nstatic = 22, Ndynamic = 20, p-value = 0.1292),

but not for iOS (Nbaseline = 27, Nstatic = 29, Ndynamic = 31, p-value = 0.2942). Hence, this leads

to some intermediate conclusions about phone characteristics:

Result 3: Phone characteristics are balanced between the treatments but not across devices.

Lastly, data on the current phone usage was obtained. Subjects from iOS had been using the

9The screen was adjusted accordingly. Even though the baseline had only one sentence, empty lines were

added below, in order to match the task starting point to static and dynamic treatments.
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Figure 4: Mean Comparison between treatments split by devices

phone for about 2.5 years. Android respondents differ significantly across treatments, ranging

from 3.2 years in the baseline treatment to 2.2 years in the dynamic treatment. The balance

between the years of phone usage was important because it could reflect two obstacles. First,

the experience of using the phone. Second, longer phone durability may result in response time

issues. Typically, outdated phones become less operable over time (BBC, 2020). In the case of

the study, this would hinder the results because the effort would be combined with the response

time of a smartphone. Therefore, this provides me with additional evidence that we should

proceed with caution when dealing with Android responses and instead focus on iOS.

5.3 Tests on Reference points

For results, the main outcomes were presented separated by the device (Figure 4). This is

different to pre-registration due to explained device diversity in subsection 5.1. Correspondent

to the pre-registration Kruskal-Wallis test for number of moved sliders were performed. The

Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare static and dynamic treatments relative to baseline.

Furthermore, i) the outcome variables score, missed, and noticed were presented as supporting

evidence, and ii) a comparison of static and dynamic treatments was entered as explanatory

analysis. The former and latter were not pre-registered.

Table 4 presents the results of the collected main outcomes and the number of moved sliders.

The baseline condition has the lowest mean of 17.3 for iOS, dynamic is a bit higher with a

mean of 17.65, and static has the highest moved number of sliders with a value of 18. The

null hypothesis cannot be rejected when carrying out the Kruskal-Wallis test on the number

of moved sliders. No significant differences were found in medians between the treatments of
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Table 4: The Effect of the Device on the Number of Moved Slider

Note: SD denotes standard deviation. B denotes the baseline treatment condition. S denotes the static reference

point condition. D denotes the dynamic reference point condition. ∗Kruskal–Wallis one-way analysis of variance

was performed for comparison between all treatments; ‡Mann–Whitney U test was employed for pair comparison.
§ Notice was coded as a dummy, therefore Fisher’s exact test p-values was reported.

iOS respondents (Nbaseline = 27, Nstatic = 29, Ndynamic = 31, p-value = 0.8140). Furthermore,

the Mann-Whitney U test results show no evidence of the difference between the static and

baseline groups (Nbaseline = 27, Nstatic = 29, p-value = 0.5591). The null hypothesis stating

that the dynamic and baseline treatment are similar was not rejected (Mann-Whitney U test,

Nbaseline = 27, Ndynamic = 31, p-value = 0.6053). P-values > 0.10 for iOS suggest that raised

null hypothesis 1 and null hypothesis 2 were not to be rejected; however, the low power of

the experiment should be taken into account. Next, the exploration between the dynamic and

static conditions was carried out. The comparison between the static and dynamic reference

point treatments did not lead to any significant differences. For the latter, no null hypotheses

were rejected, so there was no difference in the number of moved sliders between the groups.

(Mann-Whitney U test, Nstatic = 29, Ndynamic = 31, p-value = 0.9794).

The score was different from the number of moved sliders due to presumed careful behaviour.

A mean score of 17.5 was achieved for the baseline group for iOS. Approximately 18.32 sliders

were correctly positioned for the static group. The dynamic treatment scored a similar mean

to the baseline of 17.4. The similarities between baseline and dynamic treatments were not

surprising. For both treatments, reference points were identified upfront. Even though the de-

scriptive statistics presented noticeable differences for the static treatment, the non-parametric

tests imply the opposite. After pooling the score medians by the treatment and performing the

Kruskal-Wallis test, we cannot reject the null hypothesis (Nbaseline = 24, Nstatic = 25, Ndynamic =
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30, p-value = 0.7896). Hence, the differences between the baseline, static and dynamic treat-

ment score medians were not statistically significant. Comparing the static treatment against

the baseline, no support for the observed difference was found, and thus, the null hypothesis

was not rejected (Nbaseline = 24, Nstatic = 25, p-value = 0.5144). Predictably, no systematic

difference could be observed between dynamic and baseline treatment (Mann-Whitney U test,

Nbaseline = 24, Ndynamic = 30, p-value = 0.8794). The null hypothesis was not rejected when

comparing static and dynamic; therefore, there is no difference between the conditions (Mann-

Whitney U test, Nstatic = 25, Ndynamic = 30, p-value = 0.6165). Based on the score and the

number of moved sliders outcome, the intermediate conclusion leads to:

Result 4: No significant differences in the main outcomes could be observed between the treat-

ments. Nevertheless, performance is highest for the static treatment group. Baseline and dy-

namic performance are alike.

On Android, the number of moved sliders and score patterns differ. An average number of

21.67 moved sliders was achieved for baseline, a mean of 19.64 was registered for static and

19.55 for dynamic treatment. The patterns were different from those on iOS due to the outlier

in the baseline condition10. However, similar results to those on iOS of the Kruskal-Wallis

test were obtained for the number of moved sliders (Nbaseline = 21, Nstatic = 22, Ndynamic =

20, p-value = 0.4673). Supportingly, no evidence is found in the pair comparison between

static and baseline (Nbaseline = 22, Nstatic = 20, p-value = 0.3807) and dynamic and baseline

(Nbaseline = 21, Ndynamic = 20, p-value = 0.4798). The mean score for baseline was 22.105, for

static it amounted to 20.01, and for dynamic it was 19.88. Even though the baseline mean was

affected by the outlier, Kruskal-Wallis tests provided the results on the rank-sum; thus, the null

hypothesis cannot be rejected. (Nbaseline = 19, Nstatic = 17, Ndynamic = 16, p-value = 0.6426).

The non-parametric tests’ evidence suggests that there was no significant difference between

the three conditions. A comparison between the static and baseline treatment and the static and

dynamic condition supported this. Nevertheless, an average power of 10% in the experiment

might be plausibly hiding the effects, and thus, this should be taken into consideration while

interpreting the results. Hence, hypothesis 1 and hypothesis cannot fully be rejected.

10The highest mean was observed for baseline condition, which by accounting for the standard deviation was

affected by the outlier score of 40. Different outcomes and the existing noise due to the high variation, again

suggest that the results might be affected by other unobserved characteristics.
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5.4 Tests on Noticing Reference Point

Hints of reference point effects could plausibly be found in remembering the reference point

position. Static and dynamic treatments captured whether agents noticed or remembered the

reference point. The question asked participants to identify the number of reference points;

41 subjects identified 19; five agents identified 18; two wrote 20; eight individuals noted 64

(which was the slider they needed to position on). Furthermore, two answers stated that they

remembered seeing the reference point, but could not recall the number. This was under the

dynamic treatment allocation. The mentioned identifications were coded as noticed (yes), also

those which did not refer to the exact reference point of 19. One could argue that an inability

to remember the exact number is not the same as noticing the reference point. However, the

goal of the study was to measure the effect of the reference point on the performance, which,

as discussed in the literature and the empirical example of ski jumping, might be unconscious.

Thus, this especially applies to the dynamic condition. Expectantly, static treatment had the

highest number of individuals noticing the reference point. 83% of the subjects from iOS and

77% agents from Android remembered the reference point. In the dynamic treatment, only

23% for iOS and 25% for Android could recall the reference point position. This is not sur-

prising, because the reference point was displayed at the beginning, whereas for the dynamic

condition, it was only at the point. Support for the existing differences was encountered from

Fisher’s Exact Test while comparing notice and static versus dynamic dummy variables. Since

the p-value<0.001, the null hypothesis was rejected, and thus, there was a significant difference

between the static and dynamic groups. The estimates are similar for both the iOS and An-

droid operating systems. The results were robust, accounting for only those individuals who

had a higher probability of encountering the reference point based on their screen resolution

(Appendix F), leading to the intermediate conclusion:

Result 5: A significantly higher number of agents noticed the reference point in the static

treatment relative to the dynamic treatment.

5.5 Regression Analysis

The results from the non-parametric tests do not support the hypothesis raised. The power of

10% in the experiment might have contributed to the obstacle. Nevertheless, rank-sum com-

parisons from the non-parametric tests might hinder some temporal patterns. For this reason, a
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simple OLS regression11 can be performed:

yi j = α +βTreatment j + γNoticei j +δ × I(browser)i j + εi j (2)

The dependent variable indicates the score of the total number of (correctly) moved sliders

for the individual i in the treatment j, and the estimate identifies the effect of the treatment

condition. The control variable notice of the reference point was included. Browser fixed

effects were added. Lastly, an assumption of the error term being zero was expected, as due

to the randomization in the experiment no correlation between dependent and independent

variables inducing the omitted variable bias plausibly occurs. The OLS regression is performed

separately by the operating system and is presented in Table 5. Three different equations were

implemented: i) reduced form: the effect of treatment on performance; ii) equation (2): the

effect of treatment while controlling for notice; iii) interaction term: the effect of treatment on

performance for individuals who noticed the reference point.

Column 1 denotes the effect of the baseline condition on the number of moved sliders. We

can see that the effect is negative for iOS, suggesting that being assigned to the tournament

without reference points compared to other tournaments decreases agents’ performance. The

same results can also be observed for the score performance. However, the effect is highly

insignificant in both cases. Static treatment (Column 2) for iOS leads to positive estimates in the

number of moved sliders and score, implying that perceiving information about the reference

point might be encouraging. Nevertheless, the effects here are again not significant. Dynamic

reference point effects are positive for the number of moved sliders and the opposite for the

score; hence, the effect is close to zero. This suggests that the baseline condition estimates were

most likely induced by positive coefficients in the static treatment. In Column 4, a positive

estimate was observed for the static treatment compared to the dynamic condition in moved

sliders. The estimates are consistent with the performance score, yet, not significant. The

estimated positive reference point coefficient was similar to the Freeman et al. (2010) findings,

providing evidence that information about the competitors’ positions increases the number of

solved mazes. On the other hand, the positive static outcome relative to baseline might point

to goal-gradient-effects (Wallace and Etkin, 2017). Hence, the group with a clear goal was

focused to the end goal, and thus, the baseline treatment agents referred to 0 as their reference

11This regression was not pre-registered. The pre-registered analysis was carried out in Table 3.
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Table 5: Regression Results by Operating Systems

Note: Browser FE denotes browser fixed effects. §Regressions employed for the Android Operating system

excluded the outlier number of 40 moved sliders and score 40. Standard errors are in parentheses: *** p<.01, **

p<.05, * p<.1

point. This leads to some intermediate conclusions:
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Result 6: Inducing a reference point in static and dynamic treatments relative to no reference

increases the agent’s performance. Results were consistent, but not significant.

Columns 5 to 7 show control variables - whether subjects notice that the reference point was

added. The static reference point relative to the baseline still provides us with consistent posi-

tive estimates for both dependent variables on the iOS operating system. Interestingly, noticing

the reference point negatively affects the performance, but it is still insignificant. Consistent

negative coefficients between both dependent variables suggest that agents’ awareness of the

existing reference point discourages goal persuadability. Dynamic reference point estimates

slightly differ from the previous case. Now, both dependent variables lead to negative effects,

suggesting that the dynamic treatment might also discourage the individuals. However, notic-

ing reference point estimates imply that noticing the reference point increases the number of

moved sliders by 4.25 points at a 1% significance level, ceteris paribus. The effect of notic-

ing the reference point was consistent and led to higher estimates for scores than for moved

sliders, increasing by 4.67 points at a 1% significance level, ceteris paribus. Noteworthy, it

is also an economically significant effect, as noticing the reference point relatively increases

the number of moved sliders by 24% (Mean 17.645) and the score by 26% (Mean 17.4). The

opposite direction of the effect between static and dynamic control variables proposes that the

reference point information timing affects the performance. It might be noted that , estimates

of remembering the reference point here should be treated with caution: i) the baseline was not

provided with a reference point; thus, observations for the baseline notice variable refer to zero;

ii) in the dynamic treatment, agents were more likely to encounter reference points once more

sliders had been moved and the position was closer to the reference point. This may induce

overestimated coefficients. The former discussion leads to some intermediate conclusions:

Result 7: Noticing the reference point in the static treatment leads to negative consistent but

insignificant performance, relative to baseline. The results are positive relative to the dynamic

treatment.

Lastly, the effect between the static and dynamic reference points was calculated in Column 7.

In Column 8, the interaction term between noticing the reference point and the static versus dy-

namic dummy was added. Once the control variable for remembering the point was introduced

(Column 7, see iOS), the effect of the static compared to the dynamic reference point became

negative and consistent between both dependent variables, yet, still insignificant. That might
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suggest that inducing the reference point upfront, compared to closer to the goal, limits agents’

ability to exert effort; hence, it acts as a discouragement effect. Remembering the reference

point compared to not remembering, increases the number of moved sliders by 2.34 points at

a 5% significance level, ceteris paribus. This also had an economically significant effect, as

the relative increase in the number of moved sliders is around 13% (mean 18) and the score -

13.4% (mean 18.32). In Column 8 (see iOS), the interaction term was included, allowing to

interpret the effect of noticing the reference point and being assigned to a static treatment on

the performance. The interaction term for moved sliders is also negative, leading to a 3.3 point

decrease, ceteris paribus; however, the p-value is equal to 0.121. The interaction term provided

significant results at a 5% significance level for the number of moved sliders and implies that

being in a static treatment relative to dynamic and remembering the reference point decreases

the performance by 5.57 points, ceteris paribus.

Similar to iOS, none of the treatment effects in Columns 1 to 4 have an effect on the perfor-

mance of Android. However, the estimates were substantially higher than for iOS by more than

one moved slider. The static (Column 2) and dynamic (Column 3) reference points relative

to the baseline treatment for both dependent variables provide negative estimates, suggesting

that the reference point discouraged agents to excel their optimal effort in the tournament. Fur-

thermore, the effect of the static compared to the dynamic treatment was inconsistent between

dependent variables, and thus, the effect was close to 0. In columns 5 to 6, the static and dy-

namic relative to the baseline conditions were estimated while controlling for remembering the

reference point. Significant results were only observed for static reference points at a 5% sig-

nificance level. The sign is also negative, which was in line with disappointment aversion due

to stated information upfront of the tournament. Estimates for dynamic treatment opposite to

iOS were negative and higher than for static groups. Consequently, the static versus dynamic

conditions (Column 7) presented low estimates and, thus, were more likely to be close to zero.

Lastly, estimates are significant and substantially high once the interaction term was introduced

for measuring the effect of the static treatment relative to the dynamic treatment. The effect

of the static treatment and remembering the reference point decreases the number of moved

sliders by 7.3 points at a 1% significance level and the score by 6.9 points at a 5% significance

level, ceteris paribus12. This leads to some intermediate conclusions:

12The robustness of the results was explored in the Appendix F. The robustness checks suggest that there is no

effect, however, the estimates are consistent in sign. Thus, the effect might be hindered by low power.
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Result 8: The presence of a significant negative interaction term between static versus dynamic

treatments and noticing the reference point suggests that agents experience disappointment

aversions.

6 Discussion and Limitations

Evidence suggests that Hypothesis 1 is only weakly supported. According to the hypothesis,

there was an effect when compared to the baseline scenario. Based on non-parametric tests,

the null hypothesis was not rejected for static and dynamic reference points relative to the

baseline. Nonetheless, some weak positive effects for static reference points relative to the

baseline from OLS regression were observed (Table 5). Support for Hypothesis 1 could be

weakly assumed due to consistent estimates in ostensibly homogeneous groups and the low

power of the estimates. Following that, no effect of the dynamic reference point relative to the

baseline was found due to high p-values from the non-parametric test and inconsistencies in

estimates. Therefore, we cannot reject the null hypothesis in Hypothesis 2.

Explanatory analysis on the differences between static and dynamic reference points provided

evidence of the discouragement effect for Hypothesis 1. The consistency between the depen-

dent variables on iOS suggests that a static reference point relative to a dynamic one provided

a negative effect on the performance, ceteris paribus. This is contrary to the findings relative

to the baseline. Furthermore, the interaction term between the static and dynamic treatment

and noticing the dummies produced highly significant results, suggesting that knowing about

goal-as-a-reference upfront negatively affects performance and discourages individuals from

performing optimally in rank-order tournaments. The results are in line with the literature on

visibility (Cheema and Bagchi, 2011) and very similar to the finding of Gill and Prowse (2012)

on disappointment aversion – knowing about the reference point upfront causes agents to have

worse performance. The opposite signs between the static condition relative to the baseline and

the dynamic condition are linked to Wallace and Etkin’s (2017) findings on goal specificity.

Specific versus non-specific goals lead to ambiguity aversions, and thus individuals value their

performance on how far they moved from the starting point, applying to the baseline condition.

Non-specific goals are applied to baseline and partially to dynamic conditions. Based on the

observed results, one could conclude that agents entered with the “do-your-best” strategy in the

dynamic treatment, but the displayed reference points in the progress changed their strategy
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to “beat-19”. Negative effects on the interaction terms support the latter interpretation. This

indirectly provides some evidence on Hypothesis 2, but more research is still required.

The experimental study suffers from some limitations, which should be discussed. To drive

causal inference conclusions, experiments must ensure that the only changing condition across

the treatments was the interest variable. The environment in each condition needs to be simi-

lar to capture the treatment effect. This was even more crucial for real-effort tasks because the

study sought to evaluate exerted performance, assuming that each individual was provided with

the same tool to participate in the study. This could be ensured in the onsite laboratory experi-

ment by using the same computer setting as Gill and Prowse (2012). The same phone devices

were examined in this experiment to increase the probability of homogeneity. Nevertheless,

this did not ensure that the latter was achieved. Following this, analysis results from only one

device induce selection bias in the experiment. Due to income, social acceptance, and other

factors, a limited amount of randomness can be assumed for phone purchases. For example,

social acceptance positively correlates with performance (Wentzel et al., 2021), and plausibly

reinforces reference point achievement, thus distorting the results and inducing upward biased

estimates.

Recruiting agents via online platforms could impose some biases. First, they select the study

themselves, much like the devices that registered people to Prolific. However, this is not differ-

ent from the laboratory experiment onsite. Following this, agents can have some opportunities

to choose the study topics depending on the short study descriptions. Thus, individuals who

are more interested in a certain topic might be more likely to select themselves (Prolific, 2018).

Nevertheless, Prolific randomly distributes published studies to the respondents, and thus the

“first-come, first-served” rule applies (Prolific, 2018). The researcher’s responsibility is to en-

sure that the presented description remains neutral13. Second, Prolific demographics suggest

that the platform suffers from the “WEIRD bias” (Prolific, 2018). According to Prolific, they

have a bias toward women, young people, and people with a high level of education. Hence,

the results may have limited external validity. Third, there is some rapid-response bias due to

the first-come, first-served rules. (Prolific, 2018) This was less of an issue in my experiment

because the study was relatively short and required a quick response to win the prize. Further-

more, the attention checks for the experiment rules were implemented early on, and unqualified

13The description from Prolific can be seen in Appendix G.
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agents were immediately rejected from the study. To summarise, Prolific may have some draw-

backs that we should be aware of. However, the platform is well-liked among researchers

(Palan and Schitter, 2018). Using Prolific helps to avoid any researcher-imposed demand bias

because the respondents have no connection to the study owners.

According to the literature, the goal-gradient effect between specified and unclear goals has

an effect on the results (Wallace and Etkin, 2018). Agents imposed with the goal of “do your

best” rely on how far they have moved from the start, whereas individuals with clear goals,

such as “the best results is 19 sliders,” seek to achieve the 19. This might be a minor obstacle

in the current experiment. Supposing that agents in the baseline treatment behaved according

to the experimental findings from Wallace and Etkin (2018) and exerted more effort in the

beginning, we might be overestimating the results because the baseline group score distribution

is influenced to the left, while the specified goal treatment score distribution moves to the right.

I could have programmed the timing function on each slider moved to measure it. This would

have helped me account for the time each individual takes to move one slider. Data on the

number of sliders moved by time would have gradually informed us about the exerted effort.

This should be taken into consideration for future research because the baseline treatment might

not be the right counterfactual if the framing relies on “do your best.”

To capture whether subjects were aware of the reference point, the question of noticing the

reference point was added. This points to a few limitations while interpreting the results. First,

the baseline did not have any reference points; thus, we are overestimating the results found for

static and dynamic reference points by coding them as zero. This was indeed questionable if

this should have been done; however, the research seeks to understand the effect of the reference

point on performance. If no reference point is exposed, this assumes that no reference points

could be relied on. For future research, an improvement could be made by adding a question

to the baseline condition to determine whether individuals had imposed any personal reference

points to make the comparison more equal. Second, the comparison of noticing the reference

points between the static and dynamic conditions might be overestimated. This is because

agents in the dynamic treatment could notice the reference point only if they achieved a certain

number of sliders, consequently imposing a higher score. A robustness check on viewing the

reference point based on the screen size resolution raises concerns about a significant effect

for interaction terms. Nonetheless, due to the experiment’s low power, this is inconclusive and
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more research should be carried out.

A rather weak support for both hypotheses could be attributed to the small sample size. Results

derived from a sample of 150 respondents led to the low sample power of the experiment. This

has been taken into account while analysing the results. The power decreases even more due to

the analyses carried out separately by devices. Although the main effects were insignificant, this

does not allow the conclusion that there was no effect of the reference point on the performance

in the experiment.

Lastly, tournament characteristics have an effect on the exerted effort. One could argue that

different prizes or high stakes affect the performance differently, and thus the results could not

be observed in the field. Nevertheless, the flat payment of £0.38 and the prize of £1.47 lead

to a substantial hourly earning of £27.75. Following that, experimental evidence suggests that

increasing the prize level in the tournaments has no effect (Leuven et al., 2011; Paola et al.,

2018). Individuals’ performances do not significantly change in the rank-order tournaments

if higher payments are provided; therefore, we could conclude that my study results should

not change if a higher prize or flat-rate payments are introduced. Another tournament design

characteristic, which has an effect on individual performance is tournament size (Garcia and

Tor, 2009; Boudreau et al., 2016). Evidence suggests that the average performance decreases

when the number of competitors increases. However, this should not be a concern in our

experiment. All agents were presented with the same number of competitors in the instruction

and had been paid the flat rate.

Overall, the study had some limitations the reader should be aware of. Providing the analyses

separately by the device and interpreting the notice of the reference point as significant ef-

fects should be interpreted with caution. On another hand, limitations considering the Prolific

respondents, tournament characteristics and small sample size were lesser concerns.

7 Conclusion

Finally, the results from the empirical analysis and the experimental setting provide some evi-

dence that individuals act in line with the Prospect Theory presented by Kahneman and Tversky

(1979) and thus violate the expected utility. Therefore, the research question could be answered

that imposing a reference point has an effect on individual performance. Most interestingly,
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the experiment sought to understand whether the noisy results from the empirical ski jumping

findings could be replicated in a laboratory experiment. The findings provide evidence that

reference points lead to discouragement effects, especially for those who noticed the reference

point. Nevertheless, the study suffered from low sample power and more research adjusting for

limitations should be conducted.
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Appendices

Appendix A Instructions of the experiment provided for the respondents

of the study.

Instructions

You are participating in a decision-making study conducted by researcher Vytaute Rimkute.

The study includes an effort task that you must complete within 90 seconds. If the timer runs

out, you will be automatically redirected to the next page.

The task will ask you to move as many sliders to the requested position in a limited time (see

Fig 1). There are 40 sliders overall. You can only move the sliders one after another. If any

slider is missed, you will be disqualified, and no earnings will be provided. If any slider in a

row, except the last one, is positioned incorrectly, you will also be dismissed from the study.

Since this is a tournament, the TOP 3 players will share a prize of $12 (If there are more than 3

players with a tie, then all these players, including the tie, will share the prize). After the study

is completed and the performance of all participants is rated, the payments will be transferred

to you via Prolific. There are a total of 150 participants competing in this tournament.
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Figure A.1: An Example of the Mobile Slider Task

Your participation in the experiment is anonymous.

Good luck!

Appendix B Treatment conditions

Below, the different treatments are presented. The first screenshot refers to the baseline treat-

ment, the second represents static treatment, and the last two screenshots depict the dynamic

condition.

See Figure B1, Figure B2, and Figure B3.

Figure B.1: Baseline treatment
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Figure B.2: Static treatment

Figure B.3: Dynamic treatment
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Appendix C Sample power estimates

The two sample power estimates for both devices and separately are provided below:

Table C.1: Total sample power for both devices based on correctly moved sliders

Estimated power for a two-sample means test t test assuming sd1 = sd2 = sd H0: m2 = m1 versus Ha: m2 != m1

Note: N1 and N2 have been rounded down

Table C.2: Sample power for the iOS device based on moved sliders.

Estimated power for a two-sample means test t test assuming sd1 = sd2 = sd H0: m2 = m1 versus Ha: m2 != m1

Note: N1 and N2 have been rounded down

Table C.3: Sample power for the iOS device based on correctly moved sliders (score).

Estimated power for a two-sample means test t test assuming sd1 = sd2 = sd H0: m2 = m1 versus Ha: m2 != m1

Note: N1 and N2 have been rounded down

Table C.4: Sample power for the Android device based on moved sliders.

Estimated power for a two-sample means test t test assuming sd1 = sd2 = sd H0: m2 = m1 versus Ha: m2 != m1

Note: N1 and N2 have been rounded down
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Table C.5: Sample power for the Android devices based on correctly moved sliders (score).

Estimated power for a two-sample means test t test assuming sd1 = sd2 = sd H0: m2 = m1 versus Ha: m2 != m1

Note: N1 and N2 have been rounded down

Appendix D The OLS regression equation for the effect of treatment on

performance.

Column 1 in the Table 3 estimates the following equation:

yit = α0 +β1iOSt + εit (D.1)

where the dependent variable was the score of the total number of (correctly) moved sliders for

individual i, with operating system t, and the estimate identifies the effect of the device (iOS)

on performance.

Column 2-8 in the Table 3 estimates the following equation:

yit = α0 +β1Treatmentt +Xiβ + εit (D.2)

where the dependent variable was the score of the total number of (correctly) moved sliders for

individual i in the treatment j, and β1 estimate identifies the effect of the treatment condition.

Where the vector controls for the device (Column 2-4) and browser (Column 5-7) effects.
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Appendix E Summary statistics

Table E.1: Summary statistics by the device.

Note: SD denotes standart deviation.

Appendix F Robustness checks

See Table F1, Table F2 and Table F3.

Extra calculations were required to determine whether individuals had seen the reference point.
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The metadata includes the phone resolution and size (width and length). The size of one slider

was approximately 162.4 pixels. Based on this data, I calculated the following:

1) The location of the reference points in terms of pixels:

location = 19×162.4− length o f the phone (F.1)

2) The number of moved sliders had been obtained, and thus one could calculated what is the

length of the total number moved sliders in terms of pixels:

total moved length = 162.4×number o f total moved sliders (F.2)

3) Lastly, a dummy could be constructed. If an individual’s total number of moved sliders in

terms of pixels is higher than the plausible location of seeing the reference point, one could

assume that the reference point had been seen (coded as 1); if not, the dummy had been coded

as 0.

Table F.1: Non-parametric test results of the Fisher’s Exact test for seeing the reference point.

Note: SD denotes standart deviation.
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Table F.2: The effect of the reference point on performance for iOS devices and seeing the

reference point.

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1

Table F.3: The effect of the reference point on performance for Android devices and seeing the

reference point.

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1

Appendix G Prolific

This was the description posted on the Prolific visible by respondents.

Slider game

ONLY MOBILE DEVICE PARTICIPANTS. In this study, you will take part in a tournament

and will be playing a short game taking 90 sec. In addition to the flat rate fee, TOP3 players

will share a price of $12. In case you have any question, please do not hesitate to send me an

email vytaute.r@gmail.com .
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